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SS Hya and VW Cet are long-negleted elipsing binaries that have had suspiions raisedabout their variability. All the available photometry has been reviewed and additionalmeasurements have been made reently of both stars by West using a 0.2-m f/6.3 ShmidtCassegrain telesope with ST8 and ST9E CCD ameras, and a V �lter.SS Hya (13h30m29:s51 �23Æ38058:002) is bright, V = 7:m9 with a spetral type of A0V(Houk & Smith-Moore, 1988) and is listed in the GCVS (Kholopov et al., 1998) as anEA: system on the basis of over 900 photographi observations by Gaposhkin (1950),but no period is known. Gaposhkin found a range of 8.10 to 8.30: pg, whih is probablybarely larger than for onstant stars, but made the omment, `elipsing?'. The star has along history of suspeted variability and was inluded in variable star atalogues long ago.The disoverer, Bemporad (1911) found variations between 7:m4 and 8:m1 from his visualobservations of 1908{1911 and derived the elements JDMax = 2419207:4+8:d20�E, withM�m = 3d. Despite the brightness of the star there is very little modern photometry. Asmall number of new measurements reported here give V = 7:m89�0:m04, whih is generallyonsistent with the unertainties. Cousins & Lagerwey (1970) made four measurementsand derived mean values of, V = 7:m88; (B � V ) = 0:m00; (U � B) = �0:m06, with theomment, `Variable', and although there is no indiation of range, this omment doesneed to be onsidered seriously.Data are also available from Hipparos and ASAS3. The Hipparos data are e�e-tively onstant at Hp = 7:907 � 0:018, with two apparently disordant points 0.05 and0.1 mag fainter than the rest. A Disrete Fourier Transform periodogram (DFT) of allthe Hipparos data shows no periodi variation greater than 0.015 mag for frequenies upto 10 yle day�1, and without these two points the limit beomes 0.010 mag.SS Hya is very lose to the saturation limit for the ASAS3 instrument and prior toa detetor hange at JD = 2452200 was in fat above it, whih sometimes produedspurious variations of up to 0.9 mag. The measurements of SS Hya after this date, andwith errors < 0:03 mag, are e�etively onstant at V = 7:m896� 0:m011. There are a fewdisordant points, up to 0.05 mag adrift, but the DFT periodogram shows no periodivariation greater than 0.006 mag for frequenies up to 10 yle day�1.In summary the photometry suggests that SS Hya is not an obvious variable; at mostthe full amplitude must be < 0:03, whih is well below the range of photographi or
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Figure 1. The light urve of SS Hya from the Hipparos data (left) and the ASAS3 data (right). Allthe ASAS3 data prior to JD = 2452200 are suspet due to saturation problems and many of the fainterpoints lie o� the plot.
visual detetion. The only remaining doubt about its lak of variation is the omment byCousins & Lagerwey, otherwise there would be no suggestion that it was variable at all.Adams et al. (1924) give two radial veloities, apparently for two omponents, of �98and +117 km s�1 with the omment, `Double lines. Doubtless Algol type'. If it is anAlgol system then the seondary is suÆiently bright to be seen spetrosopially. Inontrast, the General Catalogue of Stellar Radial Veloities (Wilson, 1953) gives a meanveloity of +10 km s�1 with the poorest quality ag (E), based on just two measurements.If the large veloity variation and double lines are orret then the system must ontainstars with similar luminosities and not too dissimilar masses. If the omponents are bothapproximately A0V then a period, 0:5 < P < 2 days is required to generate the veloityrange, depending on the inlination. As there are no obvious elipses the longer periodsare physially impossible, and with P � 1 day an inlination, i < 40 is required to avoidelipses, whih is not unrealisti. If it is an Algol system then everything depends onthe mass ratio, but both stars will still have broadly similar sizes and the inlinationrequirement will remain approximately the same. It therefore seems possible that SS Hyais a low-inlination binary, possibly showing very low-amplitude ellipsoidal or grazingelipse variations.The Hipparos parallax of SS Hya is 5:80 � 1:07 mas whih leads to 1-� absolutemagnitude of, 1:m25 < MV < 2:m06. Interstellar extintion should be small as at < 200 pthe star is only just beyond the loal bubble (Sfeir et al., 1999). A ZAMS A0V star isexpeted to have MV = 1:5, and more general values are up to a magnitude brighter,whih leaves little leeway for an additional omponent. A signi�antly less luminousseondary might be aommodated, but unless the parallax is badly in error, two stars ofsimilar luminosity are not possible.
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Figure 2. The light urve of VW Cet showing the un�ltered ROTSE data (open irles) and theASAS3 V data (�lled irles).
VW Cet (01h39m04:s31 �17Æ50048:004) is listed in the GCVS (Kholopov et al., 1998)as a short-period elipsing binary of unertain type, EB/KW:. It was disovered byPetit (1953) who reported a short-period elipsing variable of � Lyrae or W UMa typewith a visual range of 11:m6 to 12:m1. These variations were apparently on�rmed by 35observations by Oskanjan (1953), with a visual range of 11.6 to 12.2, and a period about0.24 days. Finally, Petit (1956) derived the published ephemeris JDMin = 2435111:396+0:486 � E based upon 110 visual estimates. There have been no further measurementsuntil very reently.Our new observations of VW Cet have been obtained serendipitously sine 2001 dur-ing a programme to monitor UV Cet, whih lies lose by. These 96 observations haveV = 11:m979� 0:m064, whih is broadly onsistent with the unertainties, but they show nosuggestion of a 0.486 day variation. A DFT periodogram of these data is essentially noisewith no periodi variation greater than 0.025 mag for frequenies up to 10 yle day�1.VW Cet has also been observed by ASAS3 and ROTSE. Limiting the ASAS3 datato those with errors < 0:03 mag and ignoring one disordant point (leaving 197 points),gives V = 11:m930 � 0:m039. A DFT periodogram of these data shows no periodi vari-ation greater than 0.021 mag for frequenies up to 10 yle day�1. Similarly, restritingthe ROTSE-1 data to those with errors < 0:03 mag (115 points) givesMROTSE = 11:m943� 0:m020, and the maximum periodi variation from the DFT peri-odogram is 0.011 mag. A very similar limit is also found for the ombined ASAS3 andROTSE data sets.In summary there is no evidene for the 0.486 day period for VW Cet and there isno reason to believe there is any periodi variation at all. The total extintion in thisdiretion from the NASA/IPAC Extragalati Database is very low, AV = 0:m06 so the2MASS olours J �H = 0:m46(3) and H �K = 0:m08(3) should be very lose to intrinsi,and suggest that VW Cet has a spetral type lose to K0. It has a small but signi�antproper motion so it is most likely a �eld dwarf.
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West's photometry of SS Hya and VW Cet is available through the IBVS website as5529-t1.txt and 5529-t2.txt respetively.AknowledgementsThe authors in indebted to Nikolai Samus for providing the historial bakground onthese stars and to Grzegorz Pojmanski for a disussion of the saturation problem withASAS3 data.
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